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Waikato Hot Air Balloon Club: www.waikatoballoonclub.co.nz

CLUB NIGHT
CLUB DAY

February 9th

Flying if fine.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Club Day: Flying if fine. Details will be posted up on facebook. Likely meeting time 6am.

Staying Close
When you are crewing do you monitor how long the balloon has been flying. Or do you solely consider only where
the balloon is and which street or road you need to find.
Do you know how long the balloon you are crewing for can fly with the fuel loading onboard. This will vary
depending on the temperature of the day and the number of passengers in the basket.
As a crew member, do you think it important to know or is that only important for the pilot.
For a fixed total weight - will the balloon fly for longer at 15oC or at 5oC.
For a fixed temperature - will the balloon fly for longer with a total weight of 550kg or at a weight of 475kg.
Now – as we vary both the weight and temperature AND age (porosity) of the balloon what might be the
maximum flight duration for the day you are crewing.
Climate change is impacting our sport of ballooning and recently we have experienced some really light variable
winds. Grassed areas on these days can be cooler than the surrounding buildings and carpark areas which heat
up more quickly giving rise to localised thermals, The Waikato River will often have a wind shift drift down the
river. Gullies exhibit very similar patterns.
So when do you start thinking about when the balloon SHOULD be on the ground rather than marooned in the
airspace limping towards a potential landing site.
In the past 5 months Club pilots have
experienced these conditions and in these
situations it is critical that the crew are as
close to the balloon as they can be.
Opportunities for a drop line landing may pass
in the blink of an eye and crew need to be on
the spot AHEAD of the balloon.
A couple of weekends ago one balloon crew
had quite a chase as their balloon was slowly
sucked along the edge of a gully towards a
potential landing site. A very successful drop
line landing made the day.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sG84LsSrmKA

AGM
Yes - it is AGM time again. Nomination forms need to be with Wendy by 16th February please so that proxy
votes can then be sent out to those unable to attend the AGM.
Nomination forms are attached.

RIVERLODGE BALLOON MEET
The Riverlodge Balloon Meet has been and gone for 2020. Very hot and the mornings each day were foggy.
Saturday and Sunday mornings the fog rolled in really thick from around 5:30 and sat around until close to 9am.
Once the fog lifted the temperature rose very quickly reaching 34oC on Sunday.
Sunday morning we retired to the Twin Creeks hot pools and had a most relaxing soak.
A fun time had by all who attended with members coming from Auckland, Levin, New Plymouth and Wellington.
Fishing was not quite as successful as in previous years but we did have trout for tea one evening.

JUNIOR BALLOONISTS
Time to get back together and do some ballooning. Will let you know as will depend on the arrival of a new
grandson in Wellington.

PILOT TRAINING
Time to get back together and do some ballooning – flying whilst the weather is fine. We will be changing our
training to a Sunday as this suits better and allows flexibility of what we do in respect of flying or class work. It
enables flying also for those in town and free on the Saturday so potentially we will have two days available for
flying.
Training day combined with Club Day for those who are in town. Nothing formal organised.
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